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Supplementary Material for Paper Submission 1863:
Unsupervised Video Understanding by Reconciliation of Posture Similarities
In this supplementary material we present exemplary


videos and additional results for individual parts of our sub-
mission which had to be left out due to the space limitation.
For every example we refer to the corresponding section in
our main submission and a give a short explanation if re-
quired.


1. Sequence Matching for Self-supervision


In Fig. 1 we show additional results for our matching
procedure described in Sect. 2.2 of our submission.


2. Visualizing the Activity Representation


In Sect. 3.4 of our original submission we have visual-
ized our learned posture representation φ. In ./Videos/
Activity_Space/*.mp4 we show for different activ-
ities how they temporally develop in φ for several test se-
quences. Additionally at the end of each video the activity
space including all sequences is shown. This highlights the
characteristic structure of an activity and shows that repe-
titions of a posture within a single activity have been cap-
tured. Note also that similar postures across different se-
quences are mapped to similar feature space locations.


3. Inferring Temporal Super-Resolution


In Sect. 3.5 of our original submission we have presented
how to unfold transitions between postures to obtain tempo-
ral super-resolution. Videos in ./Videos/Temporal_
Superresolution/*.mp4 provide a further illustra-
tion of this procedure. Each test video shows four differ-
ent panels where the first one shows the original video se-
quence. The remaining panels present different approaches
to increase the frame rate by augmenting the original se-
quence with intermediate frames to achieve temporal super-
resolution. Every approach adds three additional frames be-
tween a frame t and t+1 at a uniform step-size: (interpola-
tion) is a baseline that uses standard bi-linear interpolation
between frame t and t + 1. (ours) shows the GAN feature
inversion based on the learned φ presented in Sect. 3.5 of
the paper. (ours-NN) presents the nearest neighbor for the
posture representation inferred in (ours). For the retrieval
of nearest neighbours, we obviously excluded the original
sequence.


One can see that the super-resolution obtained by inter-
polation in the image space produces artifacts. Remnants of
postures in frame t and t+1 are both visible within the same


image. In contrast to this, super-resolution based on our
posture representation φ results in smooth transitions be-
tween frame t and t+ 1. The representation has effectively
learned to capture posture and temporal evolution across
different sequences, therefore becoming invariant to differ-
ences in appearance between the different videos (as can be
seen by neglecting facial expressions). Further, by looking
at the nearest neighbor retrieval in (ours-NN) it becomes ev-
ident that φ successfully generalizes across sequences with
large variations in background and human appearance due
to the imposed matching correspondences. Moreover, not
only similar postures can be found, but even postures that
fit between consecutive frames from a different video can
be retrieved. Thus, the smooth progression of posture in an
activity can be reconstructed by merging and interleaving
different sequences.


4. Video Understanding by Action synthesis
Sect. 3.7 of our paper has described an LSTM to auto-


matically synthesize the temporal evolution of an activity
based on the learned posture representation φ. Based on the
first frame, successive frames are iteratively inferred and
they are visualized by showing the nearest neighbor from a
set of different video sequences. In ./Videos/Action_
Synthesis/*.mp4 we show examples for different ac-
tivities.







Figure 1. Correspondences for query sequences of three different categories (rows (i)) obtained using nearest neighbors (rows (ii)) and our
sequence matching with temporal constraints (rows (iii)). Note how the temporal constraints provide much more accurate correspondences
of posture.







1863-supp/Videos/Action_Synthesis/example_01.mp4


1863-supp/Videos/Action_Synthesis/example_02.mp4


1863-supp/Videos/Activity_Space/example_01_small.mp4


1863-supp/Videos/Activity_Space/example_02_small.mp4


1863-supp/Videos/Activity_Space/example_03_small.mp4


1863-supp/Videos/Temporal_Superresolution/example_01_small.mp4


1863-supp/Videos/Temporal_Superresolution/example_02_small.mp4

